Conclusion

Contributing to the symposium, 'Faith that Illuminates' (1935), T.S. Eliot wrote that he would not "pretend to offer Vaughan, or Southwell, or George Herbert, or Hopkins as major poets: "In the same article he also asserted that as religious poets the first three were of a "limited awareness" as against "the general awareness which we expect of the major poet". But so far as Herbert is concerned, the account of his personality and poetry, as given in the present work, will easily prove this position to be untenable. Happily, however, Eliot revised his opinion in 1949 and, to quote his exact words, "stated with some emphasis ... that Herbert is a major, not a minor poet." ('Selected Prose', Penguin, 1953, P. 35 f.n.) The question of determining Herbert's position in the literary history of England, as a major or a minor poet, is rather immaterial. What really deserves consideration is the lasting spell he has cast upon the reader. The longing that George MacDonald, the novelist and poet, or Auden felt for Herbert, is rarely matched by any felt for any other literary personality. MacDonald wrote: "Among the keener delights of life which is at the door, I look for the face of George Herbert, with whom to talk humbly would be in bliss a higher bliss". Almost in the same vein Charles Fulloch also observed that Herbert's evangelical spirit and catholic outlook was so marked that we could not long too earnestly for a wide-spread
revival of his 'Old Divinity' at the present time.

As if to reciprocate such sentiment, the Bemerton church today has become a place of pilgrimage. The extent of Herbert's popularity can be seen from the interest shown in his life and works, in recent days, by literary critics and others. A television film, called 'The Pilgrimage of George Herbert' was directed and produced, at the University of York, by Tom Guttridge in 1972. It was based on the poet's life.

Charles Bullock's further observation that "Herbert's life was itself a devotional poem" is no exaggeration. Nor is Emerson's when he said that "so much piety was never married to so much wit." Herbert's contribution to the realization of the Kingdom of Christ on earth is immeasurable. As a kindly soul and singer, he may indeed be called the Kabir of English religious poetry.
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